In vivo Biocompatibility of four Endodontic sealers: A comparative study
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Abstract

The aim of this study was to compare the biocompatibility of two new calcium phosphate-based root canal sealers (CPC-I, CPC-II) with a commercially available zinc oxide eugenol based-sealer (Pulp canal sealer EWT (PCS EWT)) and Sealapex after implantation in the subcutaneous tissue of rats. Sterile polyethylene tubes were filled with the test materials. The tubes were implanted in the dorsum of male rats and after 1, 2, 4 and 8 weeks, the animals were killed, obtaining 5 specimens for each sealer. Empty tubes were used as negative control. Presence of inflammation, predominant cell types, and thickness of fibrous connective tissue adjacent to each inserted sample were recorded. At week 1, all sealers caused similar inflammatory reactions in the connective tissue of the animals, with most specimens presenting a moderate to intense chronic inflammatory reaction. After 2 weeks, CPC-II and (PCS EWT) showed a severe inflammatory reaction with presence of acute inflammatory cells, while CPC-I and Sealapex induced mild and moderate inflammatory reactions respectively. After 4 weeks, connective tissue in contact with CPC-I and Sealapex was more organized, while the tissue close to CPC-II and (PCS EWT) showed a moderate inflammatory reaction and had similar results to each other. After 8 weeks, mild inflammatory reactions were observed for CPC-I, (PCS EWT), and Sealapex. CPC-I sealer can be assigned a favorable biocompatibility level based on the study’s histological findings.
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Introduction

Endodontic therapy requires removal of the pulp of the tooth followed by obturating the resulting root canal spaces. Generally, these spaces are filled with an adaptable core material coated with a sealer to assure an adequate barrier to bacterial ingress from the oral cavity over time. Both the core material and sealer interface with living tissue at the apex of the root of the tooth [1]. Successful healing of periapical tissues after endodontic therapy depends in part on the chemical composition and physical properties of the obturating materials and the extent of any degradation and release of components from these materials into the periapical tissues.
The biological properties of sealers are particularly important because they may be expressed slightly past the apex of the root into the periapical space during obturation [2]. Extrusion of sealers may induce a foreign-body reaction that delays or prevents healing [3].

Most currently used root canal sealers are zinc- and eugenol- based materials, resin, glass ionomer, silicone and calcium hydroxide-based endodontic sealers are available as well [4-7].

Resin –based sealers are increasingly gaining popularity but studies have demonstrated that some of the sealers present toxicity and mutagenicity [8-9].

A calcium hydroxide-based sealer, Sealapex shows recognized biocompatibility and preliminary clinical data yielding promising results [10-13]. More recently the manufacturer has modified its formulation by adding bismuth trioxide to improve its radiopacity and to increase its shelf life [14]. The alterations in the original formulation could have affected negatively the tissue compatibility of this material. One of the commonly accepted definitions of biocompatibility includes the appropriate biological interactions between the host, the material and its expected function during a specific application. If a material is biocompatible, these three components should be in harmony [15].

It is well known that calcium phosphate cement (CPC) has biocompatibility because its composition is almost identical to that of tooth and bone mineral [16-17]. Its biocompatibility makes the material useful in applications in which the cement is in contact with the vital tissues [18]. Therefore, it has been suggested as a useful material for endodontic therapy [19-20]. Biocompatibility is one of the most important properties of root canal filling materials since the release of certain substances by the sealers may generate different reactions in the periapical tissues [21-23].

A simple, preferred method of testing the biocompatibility of endodontic sealers is the implantation of the material into the subcutaneous connective tissue of rats. The irritating effect of the materials can be evaluated via the histopathological examination of tissue response around the implants. Various test methods have been performed with many endodontic materials to evaluate their biocompatibility [24].

Recently, new calcium phosphate-based sealers have been developed and their biological properties in terms of cytotoxicity, tested physicochemical properties had been previously investigated [25]. These materials harden into cements when mixed with polymeric acids. There has not been any experimental animal study to assess these root canal sealer’s biocompatibility in comparison with other materials yet.

Thus the aim of this study was to compare the biocompatibility of four root canal sealers with different chemical compositions, two newly developed calcium phosphate- based root canal sealers (CPC- I, CPC- II.) a zinc oxide-eugenol based Pulp canal sealer EWT (PCS EWT) and a calcium hydroxide-based sealer a new formulation of (Seal apex) after implanting them in the subcutaneous tissue of rats.

Materials and Methods

Preparation of calcium phosphate cement powder:

Tetra calcium phosphate powder was synthesized from a solid state reaction between calcium hydrogen orthophosphate anhydrous (CaHPO 4 ) and calcium carbonate, then ground and sieved to obtain an average particle size of 1 μ to 80 μ. Di calcium phosphate di hydrate powder (DCPD) was obtained from mono calcium phosphate and calcium oxide, which were crushed separately in an agate mortar to obtain an average particle size of 80 μ. Tri calcium phosphate Ca 3 (PO 4) 2 was prepared by a crystallization method from aqueous solutions of 0.9 M calcium nitrate (Ca (NO 3) 2·4 H 2 O) and 0.6M ammonium phosphate (NH 4)2HP04, which were simultaneously mixed. The reaction pH was maintained between 5 and 6 by the addition of ammonia solution.

The precipitated powder was stored for 24 hr at room temperature, then washed with deionized water and lyophilized. The subsequent calcinations of the resulting powders were obtained at 900°C for over 1 hr. The tetra calcium phosphate, di calcium phosphate di hydrate and tri calcium phosphate were then mixed at a molar ratio 1:1:1 in a blender (Dynamics Corporation of America, New Hartford, CT) to form the CPC powder.

Preparation of aqueous solution of liquids:

Two types of liquids were prepared as follows:

1) 35% (w/w) aqueous solution of poly methyl vinyl ether maleic acid was prepared by dissolving 35 grams of poly methyl vinyl ether maleic anhydride (PMVE-MA) copolymer (MW 50,000) in 100 mL of distilled water at 60°C for 24 hours in a shaker incubator.

2) 10% (w/w) aqueous solution of poly acrylic acid (PAA) was prepared (2 mL of PAA solution was added to 2mL of 10% water).

Preparation of the calcium phosphates based root canal sealers:

CPC powder (60 wt% tetra calcium phosphate +30 wt% di calcium phosphate dehydrate +10wt% tri calcium phosphate) individually mixed with liquid(1) formed of 35% (w/w) aqueous solution of poly methyl vinyl ether maleic acid in a ratio of 4:1 to obtain CPC-I

CPC powder (60 wt% tetra calcium phosphate +30 wt% di calcium phosphate dehydrate +10wt% tri calcium phosphate) individually mixed with liquid(2) formed of10% (w/w) aqueous solution of poly acrylic acid in a ratio of 4:1 to obtain CPC-II

Pulp canal sealer EWT (PCS EWT); Kerr, Detroit, M, and Sealapex (Kerr, Sybron Dental Specialties, Glendora, CA) were prepared in the manner advised by the manufacturers’ instructions for clinical use. Table 1 shows the sealers used and their composition.
Eighty white male Sprague–Dawley rats (Rattus Novergicus albinus) 3-4 months weighing between 200 to 250 g obtained commercially and given standard pellets and water ad libitum were used in this study. The specimens were divided into four groups of five animals each for an experimental period of 1, 2, 4, and 8 weeks respectively. All tested materials were loaded into autoclaved polyethylene carriers (polytetrafluoroethylene, Du Pont, Habia, Krivista, Sweden) 5 mm long with 1.5 mm inner diameter and 2 mm outer diameter. One of the tube ends was closed by heat to prevent the sealer from extruding. The polyethylene tubes were filled with freshly mixed sealers by means of a paper cone compatible with the diameter of tubes, ensuring that there were no empty spaces and that the sealer did not overflow. The animals were anesthetized by intramuscular administration of a rodent anesthesia cocktail 1.5 ml Ketamine HCL (100mg/ml), 1.5 ml xylazine HCl (20 mg/ml) and 0.5 ml acepromazine (10mg/ml) 0.2-0.5 ml / 100 g of animal weight and stabilized on a surgical table. The back of the animal was shaved and disinfected with 5% iodine solution.

Incisions were made in the dorsum, and four subcutaneous pockets were carefully prepared by blunt dissection. The base of the pocket was more than 10 mm from the line of incision. In aseptic conditions, the tubes containing freshly mixed sealers were immediately implanted into the subcutaneous pockets. Each rat was implanted with four different sealers.

Care was taken to prevent smearing of the test material on the lateral sides of the tubes. Empty polytetrafluoroethylene tubes were used as the control. Finally the incisions were closed with 3/0 silk sutures. The animals were maintained in cages on regular diet ad libitum. At the end of each period (1, 2, 4, and 8 weeks) the animals were killed by an overdose of anesthetic solution. The dorsal skin was shaved and disinfected and the tubes were removed along with the surrounding tissues and immersed in 10% buffered formalin (37% Formaldehyde, Merck Darmstadt, Germany).

After fixing for 48 hours, the tissue was processed for paraffin embedding and longitudinal serial sections were cut to a thickness of 6 um parallel to the tube. The sections were mounted on glass slides then stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Two independent examiners evaluated the specimens in a blind fashion in order to estimate the tissue response in the areas adjacent to the open ends of each tube. Each specimen was analyzed at different magnifications with a light microscope (Diastar, Cambridge Instruments, Buffalo, NY, USA) adapted to a video-camera (DXC-107A/107P; Sony Electronics,Tokyo, Japan). The sections were examined for the presence of inflammatory infiltrate, and fibrous capsule thickness, the latter being measured with Image Pro Plus for Windows, v.4.5 image –analysis software (Media Cybernetics, Silver Spring, MD, USA.)

Evaluation of the inflammatory reaction was carried out in three different areas of each section. An adaption of FDI criteria and Campos-Pinto study [28] was used for evaluation of the H&E sections for the presence or absence of inflammatory infiltrate (poly morphonuclear cells and mononuclear cells), macrophage activity (macrophage and giant inflammatory cells), mast cells, dispersed material and necrotic tissue.
A score was used to quantify the presence or absence of these events as follows; depending on these features, a grade from 1 to 4 was used to graduate the inflammatory reaction:

1. absent (-): no chronic inflammatory cells
2. slight (+): few inflammatory cells scattered in the connective tissue
3. moderate (++): a large number of inflammatory cells focally arranged
4. severe (+++): a large number of inflammatory cells diffused in connective tissue

The criteria for scoring the inflammatory tissue response are as follows:

Grade I (no inflammation): the thickness of the reaction zone is similar to or only slightly wider than the thickness along the side tube, with no inflammatory cells.

Grade II (slight): the thickness of the reaction zone is similar to or only slightly wider than the thickness along the side tube, with few inflammatory cells.

Grade III (moderate inflammation): an increased reaction zone in which macrophages, plasma cells, or both are present.

Grade IV (severe inflammation): an increased reaction zone in which macrophages, plasma cells and occasional foci of neutrophil granulocytes, lymphocytes, or both are present.

The thickness of the fibrous capsule formed around the implanted materials at the different evaluation periods is presented in Table 3.

### Table 2: Severity of subcutaneous connective tissue response to the implanted materials

A score was used to quantify the presence or absence of these events as follows; depending on these features, a grade from 1 to 4 was used to graduate the inflammatory reaction:

1. absent (-): no chronic inflammatory cells
2. slight (+): few inflammatory cells scattered in the connective tissue
3. moderate (++): a large number of inflammatory cells focally arranged
4. severe (+++): a large number of inflammatory cells diffused in connective tissue

The criteria for scoring the inflammatory tissue response are as follows:

Grade I (no inflammation): the thickness of the reaction zone is similar to or only slightly wider than the thickness along the side tube, with no inflammatory cells.

Grade II (slight): the thickness of the reaction zone is similar to or only slightly wider than the thickness along the side tube, with few inflammatory cells.

Grade III (moderate inflammation): an increased reaction zone in which macrophages, plasma cells, or both are present.

Grade IV (severe inflammation): an increased reaction zone in which macrophages plasma cells and occasional foci of neutrophil granulocytes, lymphocytes, or both are present.

The thickness of the fibrous capsule around the implanted materials was measured at all evaluation periods classified according to the following scores: 1- absent; 2- thin layer of collagen fibers around the material; 3- thick layer of collagen fibers around the material. The results of the fibrous tissue thickness comparisons were analyzed using analysis of variance and multiple comparisons (Duncan’s test). However, discontinuous data were analyzed statistically by non-parametric ANOVA, while quantitative data were evaluated by one-way ANOVA. The significance level was set at 5% for all analyses. The material was considered as biocompatible if the severity of the connective tissue reaction decreased with time.

### Results

All animals remained in good health during the whole implantation periods. Macroscopic examination at the implant sites revealed that wound healing was satisfactory and without infection at all evaluation periods. The connective tissue adjacent to the open end of the polyethylene tube was evaluated, and a descriptive analysis of the histological findings was made. The severity of tissue reaction to the implanted materials is shown in Table 2. The thickness of the fibrous capsule formed around the implanted materials at the different evaluation periods is presented in Table 3.

### Table 3: The mean and standard deviation of thickness of fibrous capsules
Histopathologic results:

Control group: Histologic reaction around the empty polyethylene tube shows no inflammation from the 7th day characterized by a thin fibrous capsule (Figures 1A&B).
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Figure 1: A thin fibrous capsule characterizes the control group(Ax40). No inflammation was observed from the 7th day(Bx100)

Experimental groups

Histologic reaction around CPC-I (at 7 to 56 days): At 7 days a homogenous zone of granulation tissue exhibited moderate inflammatory infiltrate of polymorphonuclear leukocytes, macrophages and few hyperemic dilated blood vessels (Figures 2A&B).

At 14 days: A mild chronic reaction predominantly formed of lymphocytes with an initial delicate capsular organization was observed (Figures 2C&D).

At 28 days: In this period there was a mild to absent chronic inflammatory reaction around CPC-I and Sealapex and the establishment of a fibrous capsule is evident. (Figures E&F)

At 56 days: CPC-I, PCS EWT and Sealapex presented histological features similar to those at 28 days with mild to absent chronic inflammatory reaction, without foreign body giant cells or macrophages. No necrosis or any degenerative changes were observed. The group of sealers exhibited a fibrous capsule with high amounts of cell and vessels (Figures G&H).
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Figure 2: Histologic reaction around CPC-I 7 days a homogenous zone of granulation tissue circle (Ax40) exhibiting moderate inflammatory infiltrate and dilated blood vessels(Bx100); CPC-I 14days a mild lymphocytic infiltrate(Cx100); a thin fibrous capsule (Dx40); CPC-I, Sealapex and PSC EWT 28&56 days mild inflammatory infiltrate (Ex40) note the absence of inflammation (Fx100). Fibrous capsule formation (arrows) evident in all groups (F,G,H x40)

Histologic reaction around CPC-II (at 7 to 56 days): At 7 days a severe inflammatory reaction predominantly formed of lymphocytes, macrophages associated with areas of residual dispersed amorphous black material and foreign body giant cell were noted (Figures 3A&B).

At 14 days: CPC-II and PCS EWT presented a severe inflammatory reaction. (Figs. 3C&D) with foreign body giant cells in addition to small foci of necrosis which were more evidently seen in the PCS EWT group (Figures 3E&F).

At 28 days: CPC-II and PCS EWT groups were still histologically similar showed a chronic lymphocytic inflammatory infiltrate. In addition to macrophages and dispersed blood (Figure 4C). A cellular reaction characterized by the presence of multinucleated giant cells with engulfed particles of the material was seen in these specimens (Figure 4D).
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Figure 3: Histologic reaction around CPC-II 7 days severe inflammatory infiltrate(Ax40) with the presence of lymphocytes and multinucleated giant cells(circle)(Bx100); CPC-II 14 &28 days moderate inflammatory infiltrate Note marked presence of macrophages(Cx40) foreign body giant cells(circle) with considerable small foci of necrosis(N) in the PSC EWT specimens(Dx100)
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Figure 4: Histologic reaction of CPC-II 56 days persisting moderate inflammatory infiltrate of neutrophilic leucocytes (Ax40) lymphoplasmocytic infiltration(Bx100) with presence of apoptotic giant cells(arrows) adjacent to dispersed residual material(MT) (Cx100).
At 56 days: CPC-II presented a persisting moderate inflammatory reaction of neutrophilic leukocytes, lymphoplasmacytic infiltration together with persistence of macrophages (Figures 5A&B). Apoptotic giant cells were also noted encompassing the residual dispersed sealer (Figures 5C&D).

In all analyzed periods significant difference on biocompatibility among the groups was observed CPC-II sealer did not show a decreased in the inflammatory reaction over time. There were highly significant differences in tissue reaction between CPC-I group and CPC-II, PCS EWT, Sealapex and the control groups during the first two observation periods \( p \leq 0.01 \). In addition, there were highly significant differences between CPC-II group and CPC-I, PCS EWT, Sealapex and the control groups during the last two observation periods \( p \leq 0.01 \). Highly significant differences were present among observation periods within all tested groups \( 1, 2, 4, \) and 8 weeks.

The presence of giant cells was significantly higher in the CPC-II group at the first three observation periods with a statistically significant difference \( p = 0.0002 \) when compared to CPC-I.

Regarding fibrous tissue thickness presented in Table3, there was no statistically significant difference between the control groups, CPC-I, CPC-II, and PCS EWT and Sealapex groups for the first three observation periods \( p = 0.05 \). However, there was highly significant differences between the control groups, CPC-I, CPC-II, and PCS EWT and Sealapex groups during the last observation period \( 8 \) weeks \( p < 0.01 \). The control group (empty tube) had the thinnest \( p < 0.01 \) fibrous capsule formed among the implanted materials.

**Discussion**

The field of endodontics, especially as regards the materials and techniques, has been presenting considerable advances in the last years, providing the professionals with greater safety for accomplishment of root canal filling. Different filling materials with diverse chemical components have been tested in the search for a substance that presents ideal physicochemical and biological properties for a perfect root canal sealing [29–30].

Recommended tests for biocompatibility of endodontic materials include local toxicity testing by subcutaneous [31] or intraosseous implantation of [32] materials in laboratory animals [33].

Although cell culturing methods give some valuable information about the response of specific cells to a test material, they do not provide the full picture of how a tissue reacts to the material under in vivo conditions [34]. In vivo implantation experiments provide more complete and clinically relevant information on the long-term tissue response [35].

The development of scientific knowledge in medical and related areas has long been employing animal investigations. The frequent utilization of rats as a research tool is based on aspects such as easy handling, relatively short vital cycles, and well-known anatomy, physiology and genetic variations [36].

Subcutaneous connective tissue implantation in animals is one of the most reliable methods of evaluating biocompatibility of dental materials. The toxic and inflammatory reactions in subcutaneous tissues against materials are thought to be characteristic features for all connective tissues [37–38].

Tissue reaction to the tested materials was studied at 1, 2, 4, and 8 weeks and there connective tissue response evaluated, as measured by inflammatory reaction intensities and fibrous capsule thickness.

In the present study, the inflammatory reactions of the control group and all tested materials CPC-I, CPC-II, Seal apex, and PCS EWT at 1 week were more severe than at 2 week and 4 week. This condition is expected to be partly caused by the surgical trauma produced during the placement of the tubes in addition to the toxic effects of the implanted material and the tube material itself [39]. At this time, the tissue was disorganized and infiltrated with neutrophils, which is consistent with the findings of other studies [40].

The inflammatory reaction for CPC-I sealer, however had diminished (become milder) by week 2. A stronger action of the sealers in the beginning and attenuation of the inflammatory response over time had been reported elsewhere [41–43]. The results of this study concur with these studies after the 2 week period.

The response of tissue to the effects of CPC-I was examined at 1, 2, 4 and 8 weeks. Week −1 results of the tested materials revealed severe inflammatory responses, but these had subsided by week 8.

On the other hand, CPC-II initially evoked severe inflammation accompanied by foreign body reaction, however a persistent moderate chronic inflammation and high phagocytic activity around CPC-II were observed at 4, and 8 weeks post implantation. CPC-II was found to be causing more inflammatory response compared to CPC-I, and PCS EWT. The presence of giant cells was noted in the CPC-II group at the observation periods 2 and 4 weeks, with a statistically significant difference \( p = 0.0002 \) \( p < 0.01 \) from CPC-I. This may be attributed to the consistency of CPC-II, which demonstrated detachment of small particles from the main material mass into the surrounding tissue, evoking a foreign body reaction. Giant cells are known to participate in the organism reaction to foreign bodies and are associated with the presence of material that the body finds hard to break down.

CPC–II sealer demonstrated a slow breakdown, illustrated by the dispersed material, and subsequent endocytosis by the foreign body giant cells which might have been the cause of the persistent chronic inflammation. Therefore, most of the leached components of the material including soluble ions or molecules, insoluble wear debris and fragments may be displaced at a distance from the implantation site. Small particles evoke an intense localized inflammatory reaction, characterized by the presence of multinucleated giant cells and macrophages which in turn release inflammatory kinins.
like fibroblast growth factor and platelet derived growth factor that influence fibroblast behavior and subsequently induce thickening of the fibrous capsule [44-47]. Similar histological features were observed in the present investigation suggesting that the cement particles, released into the wet environment after the implantation procedure, triggered a persistent local chronic inflammatory response.

CPC-II sealer elicited the presence of lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate plus the pronounced number of macrophages in the 8 week period in the connective tissue suggesting that the inflammatory reaction is longer-lasting and more intense. Additionally, the observed increasingly thickened fibrous connective tissue capsule forming around the tested samples of CPC-II sealer and the statistical comparisons revealed that there were significant differences for fibrous tissue thickness between 1, 4, and 8 weeks respectively. At the 8 weeks period, there was a marked increase in the thickness of fibrous connective tissue around the tested material that suggests that the material was not well tolerated by the tissue. The difference in inflammatory response for CPC-II sealer among the tested materials is related to a number of factors including the variation in chemical composition and the quantity of chemotoxic leachables migrating from the un reacted poly acrylic acid which has a low pH and may leak gradually to the surrounding humid connective tissue during the setting process [48].

Also, it has been reported that the slow acid/base reaction that occurs in calcium phosphate cements causes the maintenance of the low pH of the material for extended periods of time [49]. Therefore, the persistently low pH of the set calcium phosphates in contact to the connective tissue seems to play an important role in the local connective tissue damage, following the implantation procedure.

The inflammatory reactions for PCS EWT showed that the material created a severe inflammatory response initially, which decreased by 8 weeks period. The PCS EWT was more irritating than the other sealers over the initial experimental periods studied. The PCS EWT caused considerable necrosis in some cases at the first two test periods, in comparison with CPC-II which caused mild necrosis in a few cases.

Pulp Canal sealer EWT is zinc-oxide-and –eugenol (ZOE) based sealer and has residual eugenol after mixing. Eugenol (4- allyl- 2 methoxy phenol) is an extract of clove oil widely used in industry as a therapeutic agent, most commonly used as a component of ZOE cement applied as a base or temporary dressing to dentin or as a root canal sealer [50]. Several studies have been reported on the histopathologic influence of ZOE-based root canal sealers on tissues [51-52]. Pulp canal sealer PCS EWT brought about greater quantities of macrophages. De Oliveira Mendes et al [53]. Assessed the effects of zinc-oxide eugenol sealers and concluded that they did not interfere with the macrophages viability, but adherence and potential for phagocytosis was affected. This explains the increased mobilization of macrophages to cope with the potential for tissue irritation.

As previously stated [54], this residual eugenol (~ 5%) is sufficient to cause an inflammatory reaction. This could be attributed to eugenol release from this material whose content is high right after mixing, but decreases with time. Thus, leaching of eugenol into the nearby humid connective tissue environment may explain the higher incidence of necrosis with PCS EWT implants, especially at the initial assessment period, with the effects becoming milder as the toxic material is neutralized and removed by local lymphatic drainage.

Many investigators have suggested that it's irritative ability could be attributed primarily to eugenol and secondarily to zinc ions [55-57]. Eugenol can inhibit the macrophage function and may influence the inflammatory reactions in the periapical tissues [58].

Several studies with ZOE- based obturating materials have shown that the intensity of the inflammatory response is directly related to the powder liquid/ratio used and that the quantity of free eugenol depends on the mixtures' consistency during hardening [59].

In the present study, the subcutaneous tissue inflammatory reactions to PCS EWT decreased with time similar to the results obtained by Filho et al.[60], probably owing to the neutralization of the eugenol liberated at the start [61]. The response of the tissue to the effects of Pulp Canal sealer EWT revealed severe inflammatory response, but these had subsided by the 8 weeks period.

The inflammatory reactions for Sealapex showed that the material created a severe inflammatory response initially, which decreased by 4 weeks period. Sealapex is based on calcium hydroxide. Sealers containing calcium hydroxide will be biologically active when calcium and hydroxide ions are released [62].

The diffusion of hydroxyl ions from the root canal sealers increases the pH at the root surface adjacent to the periodontal tissues, favoring the repair. Sealers based on calcium hydroxide are used to enhance the healing process. These results are in accordance with Gomes- Filho et al [63] and Silveira et al [64] in which mild to moderate inflammatory reaction to Sealapex was elicited at 7 days, decreasing at the subsequent evaluation periods.

The results of the histometric evaluation indicate that the least favorable tissue reaction was observed with CPC-II sealer. However, the inflammatory responses caused by CPC-I, and PCS EWT, and Sealapex were acceptable at the 8 weeks period demonstrating that they were well tolerated by the tissues. The inflammatory reaction was severe during the first experimental period, and finally after 8weeks, a picture of total healing was observed. On the contrary CPC-II, initially caused severe inflammation of the adjacent tissues, and a moderate chronic inflammation remained after 8weeks.

Among the three sealers, CPC-I presented the best biological behavior for all periods, followed by Sealapex and PCS EWT, showing an initial irritating effect. CPC-II caused the highest degree of irritation, producing a prolonged moderate inflammatory reaction.
Conclusion

Biocompatibility is as important as the physical and chemical features when selecting a material for root canal filling because of direct contact with vital tissues. Within the limitations of this in vivo study, it can be concluded that CPC-I sealer yielded a satisfactory tissue reaction, can be assigned a favorable biocompatibility level based on the study’s histological findings in the subcutaneous tissue of rats.
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